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Black Manta Group & BLU SWARM Group signed an MOU
for comprehensive cooperation in asset Tokenization
With signing a comprehensive Memorandum of Understanding on the 19th of July
in 2019, both international groups lay the foundation for a strong and long-term
cooperation with the focus on asset-tokenization of medium and large projects.
BLACK MANTA Capital Partners S.à.r.l. Luxembourg, and BLU PRINT AG, Liechtenstein,
member of BLU SWARM Group, focus on state-of-the-art tokenization projects in the
regulated global segment of the security token.
BLU PRINT AG focuses on the tokenization of intellectual property rights as
immaterial/intangible assets, which are delivered by affiliated BLU SWARM GLOBAL IP
Manager. While BLACK MANTA offers Tokenization as a Service as a one-stop agency to
third parties in selected asset classes like companies, commodities & real estate.
After signing the MOU, both partners are now working on a comprehensive cooperation
agreement. One focus will be the tokenization of BLU SWARM´s implementation projects
from large IP Development Funds based on customized private contracting models with
the IP-owners. Those BLU NODE Funds can cluster dozens or hundreds of IP-rights and
achieve evaluations in the billion CHF range during their global rollout. One current
example is the already contracted FLAVOREX IP Fund as a joint venture of Flavorex Life
Science Group in Holland and BLU SWARM Group.
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In the cause of those vast IP development Funds, multiple implementation projects are
generated in form of proving and development sites, commercial lighthouse projects &
huge global productive sites managed together with local partners.
BLACK MANTA and BLU SWARM plan to integrate their processes to best select and
service those implementation projects on the state-of-the-art BLACK MANTA
tokenizing platform.
Other parts of the cooperation may comprehend cooperation in both affiliate networks,
sharing services and collaboration in other projects.
---

ABOUT BLACK MANTA CAPITAL PARTNERS - Black Manta Capital Partners ® is a one-stop agency for all
technical, financial, and legal aspects of Tokenization. With security tokens that grant equity, profit, and
governance rights to investors, BMCP aims to set a global standard for Security Token Offerings (STO). BMCP was founded in Luxembourg in 2018, runs the BMCP GmbH in Berlin, as regulated Financial Institute
for STOs, the consulting entity in Vienna BMCP Consulting GmbH and international business development
out of the Maltese BMCP Limited.
CONTACT press@blackmanta.capital

Black Manta Capital Partners - https://blackmanta.capital/
BLU PRINT AG - https://blu-print.li/
BLU SARM Group - https://blu-swarm.com/
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